
¨ Intrinsic Safety to CSA (with NRTL/C), CENELEC  
and ATEX. 

¨ Pickup coil includes a self-contained preamplifier 
which provides a conditioned pulse output. 

¨ Both magnetic and modulated carrier pickup coils 
are available. 

¨ Eliminates peripheral signal conditioning modules 
and associated junction boxes. 

¨ Economical when compared to standard signal 
conditioning modules. 

¨ Certified with CE mark for compliance with EMC  
Directive 2004/108/EC. 

¨ Operates from DC voltage. 

¨ Conditioned pulse output may be transmitted up 
to 5,000 feet. 
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The Redi-Pulse pickup coils are for use with turbine type flowmeters and include a self-contained preamplifier 
within the pickup coil housing. The pickup coil produces a conditioned pulse output which offers the benefit of 
greater noise immunity when compared to standard pickup coils. The incorporation  of the signal conditioning 
module inside of the pickup coil itself eliminates the need for conventional signal  conditioners that are meter 
mounted in a junction box, directly on top of the turbine flowmeter. 

The Redi-Pulse coil is available in both magnetic and modulated carrier coil versions. Turbine flowmeters 
specified with the magnetic coil will provide the user with a flow range with a 10:1 to 25:1 turndown ratio 
depending on meter size and type of bearings specified. Turbine flowmeters specified with the modulated 
carrier coil will provide the user with a usable  flow range up to 100:1 when the turbine meter is specified with 
ball bearings. For additional information concerning  performance specifications on the turbine flowmeters 
available from Hoffer Flow Controls, request the “Turbine Flowmeter Engineering Guide”. 

A user needs to locate his turbine flowmeter in a hazardous, Class 1, Group B environment. Additionally, he 
plans to send a flowmeter signal to a remote totalizer/rate indicator located in a control room.  

This customer could specify the intrinsically safe, Redi-Pulse  
pickup coil. This coil will provide him with a conditioned, square 
wave pulse output that may be transmitted up to 5,000 feet. 
Several output pulse  types are available including TTL/CMOS 
and open collector square wave pulses. Since the coil is 
intrinsically safe, the user will not need to deal with bulky 
explosion proof junction boxes or the expense of running conduit 
several hundred feet. The signal conditioning circuit is built into 
the pickup coil itself. This I.S. Redi-Pulse coil has been certified to 
CSA (with NRTL/C) and ATEX standards. 
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(Add Part Number in the pickup coil field of flowmeter model number) 
Part Number         

   - - - - - 

Number of Coils (As option on new meter)           
1 
2 

 One Coil 
Two Coils (Specify mechanical degrees apart) 

        

Types        
DMX 
DRX 

 Magnetic  (Variable Reluctance Type) 

RF (Modulated Carrier Coil) 

       

Output      

5 
O 

 TTL/CMOS (0 – 5 VDC, 5 mA source, 100 mA sink) 
Open Collector 

   

Power Input     

1  13-30 VDC, 35 mA @24 VDC (Class I, Zone 0, Group IIC) 
 

 

Connection  
S 
 
P12 
E12 
E240 

 Standard mates with MS3106F-10SL-3S (Includes 3 pin connector on new 
meter only) 

Pigtail leads (Standard cable is 12� in length unless otherwise specified) 

½�MNPT threads with 12� pigtail leads (explosion-proof version) 
½� MNPT threads with 240� pigtail leads (explosion-proof version) 

                   

NOTE: I.S. Barrier is required in the safe area. 

(___________________________________) 

Approvals: 

Ø (CE) Compliant to EMC Directive 2004/108/EC 

Ø Intrinsic Safety to CSA (with NRTL/C), CENELEC and ATEX 

Physical Characteristics: 

Ø Operating Temp: -40 to 80°C (-40 to 176°F) for both Mag & RF 

Ø Storage Temp: -65 to 150°C (-85 to 302°F) for both Mag & RF 

Pin Connections: 

Ø Pin A (Red): Input Power (+) 

Ø Pin B (Black): Common (-) 

Ø Pin C (White): Pulse Output (+) 

The Redi-Pulse pickup coil is not available on certain flowmeter series. 

I.S. Connector Version 

7/8” 
0.075 

0.105 DIA. 

For 
Mag Coil 

Only 

4.570” 

4.718” MC 
Coil 

Mag 
Coil 

1 1/16-24 NF-2A TH’D 

5/8-24 TH’D 

3 PIN MS TYPE 
CONNECTOR MATES WITH 

MS 3106-10SL-3S 

I.S. Potted Version 

0.075 

0.105 DIA. 

For 
Mag Coil 

Only 

4.950” 

5.100” MC 
Coil 

Mag 
Coil 

1 1/16-24 NF-2A TH’D 

7/8” 

I.S. NPT Version 

4.625” 

4.775” MC 
Coil 

Mag 
Coil 

7/8” 
0.075 

0.105 DIA. 

For 
Mag Coil 

Only 

1 1/16-24 NF-2A TH’D 

NPT TH’D 
NPT SUITABLE 

FOR DIV. 1, CLASS II, 
GROUPS E, F & G 

Note: We do not recommend integral mounting of electronics to NPT fitting on coil.  
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